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Using the Self-Testing Current Rail Indicating
Device (ST-CRID)

Description of the good practice
Introduction:
The Southern Shield Electrical Safety Group have recently undertaken a review of electrical test devices
that can be used to reduce the electrical risks associated with conductor rails.
The ST-CRID has been identified as an approved device that can be used for two purposes. One is to
prove at track level whether the traction current is switched off or not; the other is to act as a Live
Conductor Rail Indicator where sections of live conductor rail (e.g. Live Floaters) encroach into a
working area.
The device can only be used by staff who have been trained and hold a valid competency to use Live
Line Testers.
The ST-CRID is an alternative to the Seaward Live Line Tester.
The Electrical Safety Group has carried out a trial of the ST CRID device, which is already approved by
NR and in use by both Maintenance Teams and MOMs, with a view to a wider use as a Live Line
Indicator and Tester device.
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Using the ST-CRID: The following must be adhered to:
Self- test operating procedure:
- Ensure the CRID is in date and valid for use.
- Visually check for damage to the enclosures and cable.
- Ensure that the rail magnets are free of any contamination.
- Holding the Test and Indicator units by the carrying handles connect them together base to
base with the two arrows aligned.
- Press and hold down the self- test push button.
Observe that the red battery status indicator LED illuminates immediately.
Observe that the LED indicator clusters start flashing within 5 seconds of pressing the self-test button
Release the self-test button.
Rotate the units to separate.
DO NOT USE THE ST-CRID IF THE SELF-TEST FAILS
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Use as a live line indicator When instructed by a competent person to identify a residual electrical hazard - Use the self-test facility to prove that the CRID is functioning correctly.
- Place the Test unit on the return rail and the Indicator unit (the one with the LED clusters) on the
conductor rail.
Notes Place the tester unit on the return rail and the indicator unit on the conductor rail with the handles in line
with the rails.
It is preferable that the indicator unit (the ones with the LED clusters) goes on the conductor rail as it is
elevated and will provide better visibility.
The STCRID can be left on live rail for the full duration of the isolation.
However, if that rail is subsequently de-energised as a result of the isolation being extended, the STCRID unit must be removed as it is no longer required.

What are the benefits?
The ST-CRID already has PADs approval, it is currently being used successfully by the Maintenance
Teams within NR.
It is robust construction and eliminated the need for probes which are prone to damage.
It can be used to indicate conductor rails that are still live and which present a hazard to staff in the work
site.
It is simple to use but needs a competent person to deploy it.

Are there any drawbacks?
Procurement of ST-CRID is currently difficult as the manufacturer has changed the location and some of
the components. Once NR can re-certify the Manufacturer’s processes and components, the unit will
become available again.
Due to magnetic attachment method of ST-CRID, it will not stick to the surface of Aluminium Composite
(ASC) conductor rails. It can be used as a Live Line Tester on ASC rails but not as an indicator.
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